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;From: Yawar Faraz
To: Larry Harris
Date: 8/3/05 11:11AM
Subject: Re: USEC Centrifuge reporting

Larry,

Thanks for your e-mail. It is OK to provide USEC your preliminary test results via e-mail.
However, since this issue not applies to the Lead Cascade but also to the ACP, your
appropriately marked e-mail (I assume it would be Proprietary under 2.390(d)(1)) would need to
be placed in the ACP hearing file and docketed. It would be placed in ADAMS if it does not
contain Export Controlled Information or Classified Information which I do not think it would.
Therefore, please include Linda Marshall on your e-mail's cc list. Thanks!

Yawar
x8113

>>> Larry Harris 08/03/05 10:47 AM >>>
Good Morning:

As you are aware, Brian Horn and I have been working with the NMMSS database to try to
understand what the issues might be associated with USEC centrifuge reporting. As a test, we
have been using submitted GDP data as a test data set for the new symbol established for the
centrifuge. Our meeting Monday with USEC will address this issue. I was contacted by Steve
battle at PORTS, concerning this issue. Brian and I know Steve well and he would be the
technical person handling this at PORTS. What Steve requested and I would like to do is draft
a brief email to Steve today discussing our preliminary results based on tests completed a
couple of weeks ago. This would allow Steve to think about the results prior to the meeting. No
facility information would be exchanged, just observations on the results. As PM, I wanted to
inform you and ask if you have any concerns about my sharing this with Steve.

Larry

CC: Brian Horn; Brian Smith; Linda Marshall; Marian Zobler
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